The new TUCSON N Line.
Drive a statement.

You’re used to making a statement. Now you can drive one.
Take your Tucson to the next level with eye-catching design elements taken
directly from the high performance N series. After the successful launch of
the highly acclaimed i30 N and i30 Fastback N, Hyundai’s N Division is
continuing its shake-up of the performance car world with the new N Line.
Next to a wide range of exclusive design features, the new Tucson N Line
also offers a sportier driving feeling thanks to a specially tuned suspension
and power steering setup. The attention-grabbing 19” alloy wheels and
Michelin PS4 performance tyres really fill the wheelhouse, creating a more
dynamic stance and delivering fantastic road handling.
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The confidence of powerful details.
Equipped with a wide range of exclusive design features, the Tucson N Line exudes sporty performance flair.

The aggressively reimagined front bumper is crowned by a unique N Line version of Hyundai’s Cascading Grille
and boomerang-shaped LED Daytime Running Lights.
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The N Line emblem sets the Tucson N Line apart from the crowd.
19” black alloy wheels with Michelin PS4 level performance tyres.

The aerodynamic black rear spoiler features a shark fin antenna.
New twin oval chrome tailpipe tips enhance the motorsport flair.
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Upgrade your comfort zone.
Welcome to a whole new level of sportiness. Sit down in the Tucson N Line’s upgraded cockpit
and you’ll feel its motor sport roots instantly. The uniquely designed N Line sport seats keep you in
control and comfortable with power lumbar support and luxurious suede and leather materials.
They feature the N logo and red contrast stitching, which can also be found on the dashboard and
armrest. The N Line steering wheel features a perforated leather finish with red contrast stitching
and sporty metallic spokes.

The N Line gearshift features sporty metal accents, a red racing line
and leather inserts for better grip and even more motorsport feeling.
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Sporty metal pedals enhance the dynamic driving experience. They feature
a brushed metal finish with slip-resistant rubber pads for more control.
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Interior Colour and Seat Trim

Exterior Colours and Specifications

Polar White

Platinum Silver

Micron Grey

Shadow Grey

Olivine Grey

Moon Rock

Phantom Black

Fiery Red

Engine Red

The new Tucson N Line offers a specially tuned suspension and motor driven power steering setup with two powertrains.
The 1.6 T GDi petrol engine with 177 PS features improved suspension and power steering stiffness as well as upgraded shock absorbers.
The 2.0 CRDi diesel engine with 185 PS features improved power steering stiffness and upgraded shock absorbers.
Relax in style with the luxurious suede and leather N line sport seats.
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